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STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE*
DAVID W. WALKUP

AND

ROGER J.-B. WETSt

A numberof authors[1], [3], [4],[9],[12]haveconsidered
1. Introduction.
a particularformof stochasticlinear programingcalled by Dantzig [3]
Essentially,the problemconsideredis that
underuncertainty.
programming
of findingthe optimumvalue of the vectorx in the program
z = minE[cx + miti(qy)],
v~~~~~~~1
(1.1)

Ax
Tx
X>

-b
+

Wy= p,

02

y _ 0

respectto the randomvector of resourcesp.
whereE is expectationwvith
(For a descriptionof problem(1.1) and some of its practicalinterpretations,see [6], or the variouspapers quoted above.) In this paper we study
the naturalextensionof the restrictedright-handside problem(1.1) to the
generalcase in whichc, q, T and W as well as p are randomvariables.We
call this generalproblema stochasticprogramwithrecourse.The rigorous
will be givenin ?2.
definition
With the generalizationof the stochasticprogramto includerandomWT,
the problemof attributinga precisemeaningto the stochasticconstraints
is to requirethat
Tx + Wy = p becomes significant.One interpretation
x be selected so that the equations Tx + Wy = p are solvable in nonnegativey forall values of the randomparametersin the supportof their
is computationallyconvenientand
joint distribution.This interpretation
is to
reasonable(as we shall see) when W is fixed.A secondinterpretation
requirethat x be selectedso that the equations Tx + Wy = p are solvable
can lead to
almost surely.When W is random these two interpretations
sets of feasiblevalues forx. In ?3 we show that these
materiallydifferent
are equivalent under a ratherweak continuity-type
two interpretations
condition-the W-condition-whichincludes fixed W as a special case.
Even when the W-conditionis inotsatisfied,we show that there always
existssome subset 2 of this supportof the randomvariablessuch that for
any x, Tx + Wy = p is solvablealmostsurelyifand onlyif Tx + Wy = p
is solvable forall values of the randomvariables in I. In the second part
of ?3 we show that,if W is fixedand the supportof the randomvariables
* Received by the editors September7, 1966,and in revisedformJanuary30,
1967.
t BoeingScientificResearchLaboratories,Seattle,Washington.
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is a polyhedron,then the set of feasiblevalues of x is also a polyhedron.
This followsfroma more generalresult,Theorem3.14, whichshows that
the set of feasiblex is unaffectedby a broad class of maniipulations
on the
supportof the randomvariables.
In ?4 we show withoutrestrictions
that the naturalequivalentdeterministicformof a stochasticprogramwithrecourseis a convexprogramming
problem.Moreover,forthe case of fixedW we obtain resultson the continuityof,and the existenceof supportsto, the functionalofthe equivalent
some of the results
deterministic
problem,whichgeneralizeand strengthen
previouslyobtained forthe case of p randomonly.
The fact that the equivalent deterministicproblem is convex is encouragingfroma computationalpoint of view, but it constitutesonly an
initialstep towardssolutionmethodsforstochasticprogramswithrecourse.
In anotherpaper [8] we are able to obtain resultsforsome special formsof
recourseof more immediatecomputationalsignificance.
2. Statementof the problem.We suppose a probabilityspace (:, 5Y,,)
is given,inwhichaisaBorel subsetofRNN = (m + 1)(n + n + 1) - 1,
5fis a u-fieldon Z whichincludesthe Borel sets,,u is a probabilitymeasure
definedon 5Y,and 5:is completedwithrespectto ,u.Admittedlythearbitrary
Borel sets, singularmeasures,etc., whichthe generalityof thisassumption
allows are not to be expected in practical problems.However, a certain
amount of nicetymust be observed anyway,especiallywith random W,
and the additionalabstractionis essentiallyfree.We thinkof the coordinates of a point t of a as the componentsof a collectionof fivematrices,
c, q, p, T, and W of dimensions1 X n, 1 X ni,m X 1, m X n, and m X n!
respectively.Thus c, q, p, T, and W are functionsof the randomvariable
t (specificallyprojections)whichwe may writec(t), q( ), etc.
A stochastic
programwithrecoursecan be formulatedas:
(2.1)

z = infE{c(t)x
x>O

+ [minq(t)y I T(t)x + W(t)y = p(t)])
v>o

wherex and y are variablematricesof dimensionn X 1 and in X 1 respectively.> indicatescomponentwise
inequality,and 0 is the appropriatezero
The
matrix.
symbolEe (expectationwith respectto t) remainsto be definedprecisely.
For fixedx aindt the expressionin square bracketsin (2.1) is just the
value of the linearprogram
Q(x, t)
(2.2)

W(t)y
y _ 0.

=

minq(t)y,
p(Q) -T()x,
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We shall referto (2.2) as the second-stage
program.Except in trivialcases,
a value yoof y whichachieves the minimumin (2.2) is clearlydependent
on t. But because (2.2) may be unbounded,infeasible,or have morethan
one optimalsolution,it is not correctto speak ofYQas a functionof t except
possiblyas a set-valuedfunction.On the otherhand,Q(x, i) is a legitimate
functionfrom> into the extendedreals ifwe let it take the values + ooor
- oc when (2.2) is iiifeasibleor unboundedbelow,respectively.
In orderto give meaningto Et in (2.1), it is certainlyhelpfulto note
the followinglemma.
LEMMA 2.3. For fixedx, Q(x, t) is a measurable
functionfrom(Z, 5, ,u)
into (R, 6&,v), where6s is theBorel algebraon theextendedreals R and v is
theBorel measureextendedto R.
Proof.The value of the linearprogram(2.2) is givenby one of a finlite
numberof algebraic expressions(or 1 X ) subject to a finitenumberof
or unboundednessconditions, each of whichis an
optimality,infeasibility,
algebraicexpression.Thus Q(x, t) is piecewisecontinuouson each ofa finite
numberof subsetsD ofRN, whichare finitely
generatedby open and closed
subsets of RN. It followsthat each set D is a memberof 59since,in fact,
it is a memberof the Borel algebra on Rg. Since Q(x, t) is continuouson
each D, the inverseimage of an open ray in R is also a memberof i, anld
since the open rays of R generate33,the inverseinages of membersof 6
are membersof i~.
The foregoinglemma is not quite trivial.There existfunctions(see the
exampleused by Carath6odory[2, p. 379]) forwhichthe inverseimage of
Lebesgue measurablesets need not be Lebesgue measurablebut whichcan
plausiblybe interpretedas recursivelycomputablefunctionson the reals.
There are severalpossibilitiesforextendingthe definitionof integration
to coverthe functionz(x, t) = cx + Q(x, t), whichforeach x maps : into
the extendedreals. We define

z(x) = Et{z(x, )}

(2.4)

=

fz(x, ) d,

to be the sum ofthefourquantities:
A[z(x, )]

=

B[z(x, )]

=

(2.5)~~~~~~~0<

J

o z(X tV<+0

f

(??Z(

t) <0

z(x i) dp,
z(x,i)

dcy

$+??
0

if z(x,)
+ o on a set of positivemeasure,
otherwise,

)]
co{
D[z(xz
Lz\x,,J - 0
~

if z(x,l = --oo on a setofpositivemeasure,
otherwise,

C[z(x()]
C
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where we adopt the convention( + oo) + (- '*) = + oo. The formal
of a stochasticprogramwithrecourse(2.1) is now complete.
definition
The practicalimportof the definitionof C and D above is that we are
willingto ignorean irregularoutcomeofthe second-stageprogram(namely,
infeasibilityor unboundedness) if it occurs with zero probability.Since
(2.1 ) is a minimizationproblem,the convention( + o ) + (-oo ) = + o
can be interpretedas taking the conservativeview towards "neurotic"
values of x whichlead to both infinitely
good and infinitely
bad contribuitionsto z(x). From the definitions
(2.5) it followsthat we may replacethe
set : of the probabilityspace (5, i,) p) in the obvious way by RN, or any
otherBorel subsetof RN whoseintersection
withz has measure1, without
alteringthe objectivez(x). Thus z(x) and consequentlythe solutionto the
stochasticprogram(2.1) depend on the probabilitydistributiongiven by
, and not at all upon an a priorichoice of a set .
An altogetherdifferent
situationarises if we replace the definitionof C
and D in (2.5) by

(2.6)

C'[z(xl)

+f
?

()]
DC[~
D'[Z(X,

{+??
f0

~~~~

0

if Z(X,)
otherwise,
if z(X, ) =
otherwise,

? oo

forsome

-??

forsome t E X,

~E

:5,

as the set ofpossiblevalues ofthe randomvariawhere, is nowinterpreted
ble t. In thiscase, z(x) dependscruciallyon S. In the nextsectionwe prove
that therealways existssome set :O of measure 1 so that, on replacingZ
by Z0 in (Z, 5Y,eu), the resultingz(x) as definedusing (2.6) is ideniticalto
the originalz(x) as definedusing (2.5). A plausible candidate forthe set
?0is the smallestrelativelyclosedsubset 2 of Z havingmeasure1 (i.e., the
supportset of the measureu). We shall showthat thisintuitivelytempting
substitution(certainlywhen a = RN) is correctfora ratherbroad class
of stochasticprogramswithrecoursebut failsin general.
that mightarise
Since our principalconcernis illuminatingdifficulties
in (2.2) ratherthan discussingobviouspathologies
fromrandomcoefficients
ofc(t), we shall assumethroughoutthe restofthispaper that c = Et{c(t)I
is finiteso that (2.1) is equivalent to
(2.7)

z = inf[cx + Q(x)I,
z?0

where
Q(x)

=

Et{Q(x, t)}.

formof the stochasticprogram
We call (2.7) the equivalent deterministic
(2.1).
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3. Feasibility sets. In the precedingsection we definedthe objective
functionz(x) forall values of x in Rn. Nonetheless,it seems desirableto
have specificknowledgeabout wherez(x) or, equivalently,Q(x) is finite,
and thisrequiresin part a knowledgeof whereQ(x, t) < + co, i.e., where
the second-stageprogram(2.2) is feasible.Accordinglywe definethe weak
set:
feasibility
(3.1)

{Ix Q(x, )

K2

+o withzero probability},

the strong
feasibilityset:
K2'

and foreach S E

< +ool,

{xjQ(x)

=

the elementary
feasibilityset:

RN

K2(t) - {xIQ(x,) <

+XI}.

The set K2 consistsofexactlythosex forwhichthe termC in (2.5) is finite.
Thus, clearly,12 D K2'. Like z(x), K2 and K2' are unaffected
by replacing
Z by any set of measure 1, in particularRN, Provided the solutionis not
- o, the equivalent determiinistic
problem (2.7) is one of findingthe
infimumof a finitefunctionover the intersectionof K2' with the set K,
-

Re

= {x I x ? 0}.

If some of the rows of p, T, and W are nonstochasticwith in fact zero
entriesin W, it is naturalto writethe equationsAx = b corresponding
to
these rowsseparatelyas in (1.1) and defineK, (as in [9]) to be the set of
solutionsto Ax = b, x _ 0. The remainingequations give rise to new
functionsand sets,Q(x, t), Q(x), K2', and 12. The resultswhichwe shall
deriveforthe unseparatedform(2.1) apply with obvious adaptations to
the separatedform(1.1).
In orderto facilitateour discussionofthe relationshipsbetweenthe weak
feasibilityset K2 and the elementaryfeasibilitysets K2( ), we introducea
moregeneralsettingand attendantnotation.Let 61be a relationbetween
pointsx of a set X and points t of a set Z:. For each subset S of X and
each subset 2 of X, we define
K(2)
K

(S)

=

Ix E X Ix6l forall t E 2} =

={I

E

|

x6for all x E SI
x

n
n K, (x).

t2

=

K(t),

It is easily verifiedthat
:D SI

KK_(S)

(3.2)

K

KK (S)

=

K

(S)

K IK(2)

and

:3

MI

KK K(2)

=

K(2)*

For the problemof this sectionwe set X = R' and definethe relation61
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by settingzRI if and onlyif Q(x, t) < + o, so thatK2(t)

=

K(t).

We

of K2 and K.
note the followingsimpleconsequenceof the definition
3.3. Suppose 2 is any subsetof Z such thatu[2] = 1 and
PROPOSITION
K2 c K( 2). Then,in fact,K2
( -).
tJnderthe possibilityformulation(2.6) of a stochasticprogramwithrecourse the set K2', consistingof all x E R' forwhichC'
0, would take
the form
K2'

n K2(t)

=

K(n)

ratherthan (3.1). One of the pr'icipal objectivesof this seetionis to determineconditionsunder which the analogous expression
K2

(3.4)

=

K(2)

holds in the probabilityformulation(2.5). We begin with the following
theorem,the proofof whichis givenin AppendixA.
3.5. The weak feasibilityset K2 Is closed,convex,and can be
THEOREM
1.
in theformK2 = K(s), where2written
K-'(K2). Moreover, [2]j
Since K2(t) is always a closed convex polyhedron,one obvious coinsequence of the above theoremis that K2 is polyhedralif e is a finiteset.
ofany collectioilofclosedsets in a Lindel8f
Moreover,sincetheintersection
space is the intersectionof a countable subcollectionl,it follows from
Theorem 3.5 that K2 can always be representedas the intersectionof at
most countablymaniysets K2( ).
In orderto state the conditionsunder which (3.4) will hold we must
considersome furtherpropertiesof the second-stageprogram(2.2). The
columnsof the m X ThmatrixW span positively[5] a closed convexcone:
pos W

=

{It Wy

=

t, y ? 0}

in Rm.As in [71,let us considerthe space C, whtosepoints are the closed
convex cones in Rmwith apex at the origin,and definea metricon e by
taking as distance d(C1, C2) between two membersof e the Hausdorff
distance betweentheirintersectionswith the unit ball of Rm. In [7] it is
shownthat pos is a continuousmap of a subsetZ of R"m (consideredas a
set of m X n matrices)into the metricspace e ifand onlyif it is a closed,
lower semicontinuousset-valued mapping of Z into RI. The following
lemma and theoremshow that the appropriatecontinuityconditionson
pos W will ensure(3.4).
of pos W(t) to a subset2 of 5 is conLEMMA 3.6. Suppose therestriction
closedsubsetof1.
tinuous.Thenforanyx, K-(X) n l is a relatively
Proof.For any x and t, the second-stageprogram(2.2) is feasible,i.e.,
E K-'(x), if and only if pos W(t) includesthe point z(t) = p - Tx.
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Thus, t E K-l(x) if and only if the pair (z(t), t) is in the graph of the
set-valuedfunctionpos W. By hypothesis,the graph of the restrictionof
pos W(t) to z is a closedsubsetofRm X I. Since z(i), and hence (z(t), (),
is a continuous
function
ofi, it follows
thatK-1(x) nf is closedin I.
THEOREM 3.7. If therestriction
of pos W(i) to 2 is continuous,then
K2=

K(z)

ofK2 we have u[i1(x)] = 1. Applying
Proof.Let x E K2. By definition
Lemma 3.6 with 2 = 2, we have that K- (x) n - is closed. But a closed
D J. It followsthat
subset of 2 of measure 1 is just t; hence K-I(X)
K2 C K(t), and by Proposition
3.3, K2 = K(2).
of cointinuity
of pos W in the foregoingtheorem,
To see the significance
considerthe simplestochasticprogram:
minimize0-x + E.{Y},
-x +

wy = 0,

x > 0, y > 0
withsupporttw = [0, 11aid wO 0 withprobawherew has a distribution
bilityzero. It may be seen that K2 = {x Ix > 03 but K(Z-) = {x I x = 01.
Note that pos w is the half-line[0, oo) so long as w > 0, but at w = 0,
pos w abruptlycollapses to the origin.
So farthe presentsectionhas been concernedexclusivelywiththe valuie
of the second-stagepro+ oo forQ(x, t), whichcorrespondsto infeasibility
gram.We turnnow to an examinationof the dual of that program,since
the dual is infeasiblewhen Q(x, t) = - oo. The dual programmay be
variables:
writtenin the formof equality constraintsin noinnegative

Q*(x, )
(3.8)

max [(p - Tx)T, -(p
M-TWT,l[WIV

- Tx) , OIu,
q

u > 01
whereu is a columnivectorof lenigth2m + n, [WT, - WT, I] is the matrix
formedby juxtaposingthe transposeof W, its negative,and an A X A
identity,etc. By directanalogy with the treatmentof Q(x, t), we may
definea dual relation 6R*given by
x5R% ifand only if Q*(x t) > -

t0,

dual operatorsK* and K*-1, dual feasibilitysets K2*(Q) and K* and obtain
dual resultsleadingup to the followingcorollary.
COROLLARY3.9. If therestriction
of pos [WTT(), -_ T(), 1| to ; is con-
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tinuous,then
K2*

-

K(

)

of thevalue ofx, for
of (3.8) is independeint
However,sincethefeasibility
each t the set K2*(i) is eitheremptyor R'. Thus Corollary3.9 is actually
less substantialthan comparisonwith Theorem 3.7 mightsuggest.
The hypothesesof Theorem 3.7 and Corollary3.9 taken togetherconstitute an importantregularitycolnditionfor stochasticprogramswhich
we formalizeas follows.
DEFINITION 3.10. A stochasticprogramwith recourse (2.1) is said to
satisfy the W-conditionif the restriction to 2 of pos W(i) and
pos [WT(),- WT(q), I] are continuousin the sense of [7],where v is the
smallestrelativelyclosed subset of Z of measure 1.
Thus Theorem 3.7 and Corollary3.9 mnaybe restatedas the following
theorem,whichshowsthat forstochasticprogramswithrecoursesatisfying
is equivalentto the possibility
the probabilityformulation
theW-condition,
formulationusing the intuitivelyappealing and convenientset t as the
set of possiblevalues of the randomvariable t.
programwithrecourse(2.1) satisfiesthe
THEOREM 3.11. If a stochastic
thenK2 = K(2) and eitherQ(x) = -oo forall x E K28 or
W-condition,
Q(x, t) is finiteforall x E K2 and all E
It is not veryclear fromDefinition3.10 just how restrictivethe W-coindition may be. In AppendixB we give a proofof the followingtheorem,
whichin conjunctionwithcertainremarksbelow suggeststhat manypractical stochasticprogramssatisfythe W-condition.(We remarkthat algebraic characterizationsof hypotheses(i) and (ii) can be obtained from
the resultsin [11].)
a sufficient
condition
THEOREM 3.12. Any one of thefollowingconstitutes
programwithrecourseto satisfyth-eW-condition:
fora stochastic
(i) For each t E X, pos W(t) is a pointedcone and no columnof W(t)
has zeronorm.
(ii) Thereexistsan integerk suchthatforeach t G , pos W( ) is a (not
fixed) subspaceof R"' of dimensionk.
necessarily
(iii) W(Q) is constantthroughout.
programsatisfiesthe W-conditionif there
COROLLARY 3.13. A stochastic
positiveon J, in
oftherowsof W whichis strictly
existsa linearcombination
positivefor all t
of somerowof W is strictly
particular,if everycomponent
in '.
Proof.If r is a linearcombinationof the rowsof W, thenr = rW, where
r is a rowvectoroflengthm. But ifr is strictlypositive,theneverycolumn
of W has a positiveinnerproductwithirand hypothesis(i) ofTheorem3.12
holds.

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE
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An importantspecial case of hypothesis(ii) is the case pos W(4) = R"
(or its variantpos W(O) = pm, wherein is the numberof rowsof W in the
separated form(1.1)). We shall say in this case that the stochasticprorecourse.In case hypothesis(iii) holds we shall say the
gramhas complete
stochasticprogramhas fixedrecourse.
In the remainderof this sectionwe assume that W is fixedand develop
some of the resultingpropertiesof the feasibilityset K2. We also assume,
as we may, that $ = RN. Since feasibilityof (2.2) depends only on the
(p, T, WT)componentsof g,we can definea as a relationbetweenelements
3.3through
Corollary
3.13
Proposition
ofRf and 3pTW . All theresultsfrom
of
Z
that
Note
the
margisupport
by replacing by' 2pTW (the
remainvalid.
of the W-condition,we imposea stronger
nal distribution)in the definition
the projectionof 2 into gpTw. In
contains
since
condition
2pTW always
2
can
fixed
is
we
Pct, whenT
replace by ZpTT In thiscase it followsfrom
W
of
Lemma
3.6 that any set K(i), 2; c Zpr is unmodified
version
the
of
the
alteredby
operation replacing2; by its closureor by any dense subit is easy to see that if Tx + Wy = p, y > 0, is feasible
of
Also,
set Z.
of
two
values
(p, T), thenit is also feasibleforany convexcombination
for
or
them
of
any positivemultlpleof one of them.Thus we have shownthat
the followingtheoremholds.
THEOREm 3.14. If W is fixed,thenK2
K(2;), where2; s any setobtained
the
operations:
by
applying
from pr
topologicalclosure,eonvexclosure,posiscalar
or any of the(not necessarily
hull
multiplication,
tive
closure,positive
these
inverses
operations.
of
unique)
betweetn
the action
It should be bornein mindthat thereis a differectee
on the set 2pT and
of the positivehullor positivemultiplicationoperationis
the action of the same operationson Wp X T consideredas a set ofvalues
of (p, T, W). From Theorem3.14 now followsthe next proposition.
PROPOSITION3.15. If W is fixedand 2, theclosureof thepositivehull of
thenK2 is polyhedral.
pr, is polyhedral,
Proof.Note that K2 is polyhedralwhenl2 is finiteanidapply Trheorem
3.14.
and ZT (or the
PROPOSITION3.16. If W is fixed, p and T are independent,
thenK2 is polyhedral.
closureofits positivehull) is polyhedral,
Proof.Since p and T are independent, T = tp X T. For each T in
ZT let K2( T) denotethe set of x such that
=

Tx + Wy

=p

y > 0

is feasibleforall p in tp . By Theorem13 of [101,K2( T) is the set offeasible
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x forthe equations
W*Tx + Iz

(3.17)

=*

whereW* is the so-calledpolar matrixof W and a* is a vectordepeindinig
on W and 2p only. By Theorem3.7,
K2

-

n

K2(?)

rE 8pT

= nf12(T)
TCFr

= {x I equations (3.17) are feasibleforall Tl E 2A.
Since ZT is polyhedral,so is W*( or) ={ W*T I T C
sition3.15, K2 is polyhedral.
In general,K2 need not be polyhedraleven if

T}.

Thus, by Propo-

(i) W is fixed and -, and 2T are polyhedral, or

(ii) T and p are fixed,2w is polyhedral,anidthe W-conditionis satisfied.
4. Propertiesof Q(x). Since the functionsQ(x, t) and Q(x) have been
definedwiththe extendedreals R forrange,we willneed to adapt the usual
definitionforconvexfunctions.
DEFINITION 4.1. A function
f withconvexdomiainSCaindrangeX is convex
ifits epigraph{ (x, z) I x E S, z e R, z > f(x)} is a convexset, or equivalently,if
f(Xx)

=

f[(1

-

X)xo+ Xxii< (1

-

X)f(xo) + Xf(x1)

X C [0, 1],

where we adopt the conventions 0 oo = 0 and

(+00)
+ (-c ) = + oc.
If the epigraphoff is a convexpolyhedronwe say that f is convex polyhedral.
of
In AppendixC we develop some of the consequencesof this definition
convexityand the definition(2.4) of integrationforfunctionsinto the extended reals, includingthe followingproposition.
PROPOSITIoN 4.2. Suppose f(x, t) is a functionfromRn X RN into R,
convex in x and measurable in t with respect to A on RN. Then

F(x) =

in x.
ff(x,t) duis alsoconvex

of the specifiepropertiesof Q(x, t)
We now turn to the examinatio3n
and Q(x).
in x, convexpolyhedralin
PROPOSITION 4.3. Q(x, () is convexpolyhedral
in q.
(p, T), and concavepolyhedral
Proof.Since the right-handsides of the program(2.2) are linearin x anid

STOCHASTIC PROGRAMS WITH RECOURSE
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linear in (p, T), the propositionfollowsimmediatelyfromthe properties
of the optimal value of a linear programas a functionof the right-hand
sides and the coefficients
of the objective functionsummarizedin the

Appendix
to [9].

Thus fromLemma 2.3 aridPropositions4.2 and 4.3 we have immediately
the followingtheorem.
THEOREM 4.4. Q(x) = E#JQ(x,()} is convex.
From this theoremand the propertiesof convexityit followsthat, like
K2, the set K2' and the set {x I Q(x) = - oo are convexand eitherQ(x)
is finiteoniK28or Q(x) = - oo on the relativeinteriorof K28. In general,
K2' is not closed and Q(x) may be discontinuouson K2%,even when Q(x)
is finiteon K28.
We obtain additional regularityconditionsfor Q(x) if we impose the
plausibleassumptionthat each componentof t is square integrable(Q C L2)
and the more stringentrequirementof fixedrecourse,i.e., W fixed.'
THEOREM 4.5. If W is fixedand t E L2, thenK2' = K2 and eitherQ(x)
- oo on K2 or Q(x) is finiteand Lipschitzon K2.
Proof.It sufficesto considerx in K2 and t in X, and by Theorem3.7,
Q(x, t) < + oo forthesevalues.Let 2= j- fn { -00 < Q(x,o) < + 0
forall x E K2}. For any givenx in K2 and t in 2, Q(x, t) can be expressed
in termsof a basic solutionof a linearprogramby writing
Q(x, 0) = q

Tx),

-(0(p

whereW(i) is a nonsingularm X m square submatrixof W and q(t) is the
correspondingsubvectorof q. (Here we have assumed that W is of full
rank; if it is not, we make it so by eliminatingthe dependentrows.Since
we have restrictedour attentionto feasiblex and i, dependencein W implies dependencein the augmentedmatrix [W, p - Tx].) Thus for any
fixedx, z may be partitionedinto a finitenumberof (Borel) subsets on
each ofwhichQ(x, t) is quadraticin t. Since t is square integrableit follows

thatQ2(x)

=

fQ(x, t) d,uis finiteforall x in

K2. If x, x? are distinct

pointsof K2, then since Q(x, t) is polyhedralin x,
(4.6)

N (x, xo;

IQ(xl

jjx

- Q(x0I
-

xojj1

achieves a maximumforeach t when x, x? belong to the same regionof
linearityof Q(x, t). For x, xoin the same linearityregionwe have Q(x, t)
1 Added in proof:In "Qualitative Aussagenzu einigenProblemender stochastiund Verw. Gebiete,6 (1966),
Z. Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie
shenProgrammierung",
pp. 246-272,Peter Kall has obtained related resultsfor stochastic programswith
completerecoursewithq and W fixed.
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o) = q(2)W-T2T(xo- x) forsome i. Hence forany x0,x in K2,
IQ(x, t)-Q(x0, <)j < i q(t)WW-')T(x()-x) ? M. jj 0j2 * x1 - x f

where M is a bound that is independentof i. It followsthat Q; (x) is

Lipschitzwith constantM
-

-c

Thus Q

4.3, Q(x, ()
11112d1u.But by Proposition

forsome x in K2 if and only if Q(x, )

jz-

=

-cc

forall in K2.

is eitheridentically- co or zero on K2. The
Q(x, t) d,lu

theoremnow followsfroma simpleapplicationof Lemma Cl in Appendix
C.
COROLLARY 4.7. Theorem4.5 remainstrueif thehypothesis
t E L2 is replacedbyany of thefollowing:
(i) qis fixedand t E L1,
Li
(ii) p and Tare fixedand
(iii) z is bounded.
We remark that (ii) of Corollary4.7 constitutesa generalizationof
certainresultsof a previous paper [9]. Proposition24 of [9] asserts the
existenceand continuityof Q(x) under the assumptionthat p C L1 and
all otherparametersare fixed.Proposition27 of [9] shows the existenceof
(nonvertical) supportinghyperplanesto the epigraphof Q(x) by giving
an explicit formula for them. But Corollary 4.7 shows that Q(x) is
thereexists a bound N such that foreach x E
Lipschitz anid,therefore,
K2 thereexistsa hyperplanesupportingthe epigraphof Q(x) at (x, Q(x))
withslope less than N.
COROLLARY 4.8. If p only s random,theneither
K28is empty,Q(x)
on K2 = K28, or Q(x) is finiteand Lipschitz on K2= K28.
Proof.The rightside of (4.6) can be replaced by a bound independent
of t. Thus Q(x) is Lipschitz whereit is finite.But by PropositionC4 of
AppendixC, ifxo,x E K2 and Q(x?, 0) C Li, thenQ(x, 0) C L1.
Finally, we note the followingsupplementto Proposition4.3.
PROPOSITION 4.9. For fixed W, Q(x, t) is Lipschitzin (x, (q, p, T))
on everyboundedseton whichQ(x, t) is finite.
Proof. By (4.6), Q(x, t) satisfiesa Lipschitz conditionin x on each
bounded subset of Rn X RN on which Q(x, t) is finite.Similarly,since
Q(x, t) is polyhedralin (p, T) and q, it followsthat Q(x, t) is Lipschitz
in (p, T) and q separatelyon bounded sets whereQ(x, t) is finite.The
conclusionis immediate.
AppendixA. Proof of Theorem 3.5. The theoremfollowsfromthe fact
that K2 (t) is closed and convex, and the slightlymore general result,
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separableif everysubPropositionAl. A topologicalspace is hereditarily
set withthe inducedtopologyis separable.
separabletopologicalspace,
PROPOSITIONAl. Suppose X is a hereditarily
X and
is
space and 61 a relationbetween
(=, 3Y, ) is an abstractprobability
g suchthat

I xix} is closedforall Ee E,
IxSj} is a memberofiYforall x E X.

K(0) =
K-'(x) =

Supposefurther
that
K2

=

=

{xl jI4K(x)J

II.

Then
K2

K()

n K(w),

where
K (Kf2) =

x: K2

K, (x).

= 1.
1. Com(0)
Pr-oof.If K2 is empty,then2-K
, whence,(2)
0.
of K2 and(v() shows that K()
)
parisonof the definitions
=K(3
Now supposethatK2 $ 0 and letxi , X2, ... be a sequenceof pointsdense

Aioreover,A( 2)

00

ofKand K-' itfollowsthat
in K2, and let 2' = nK- (xi). From theproperties
i=1

z Uxi foreach t E L', and since K(t) is closed, K() z K2 foreach
But since Z' is
t E f', whence it followsthat 2' = z and K12 C K(:).
of countablymanysets of measure-1, ,(2 ) = 1, and hence
the intersection
K2 D K( 2). The proofis complete.
The factthat we can use this abstractmethodof proofforTheorem3.5
(withoutintroducingany but the simplestof the propertiesof the secondstageprogram)suggeststhat Theorem3.5 may not be as strongas possible.
K(t)

AppendixB. Proofof Theorem 3.12. The resultis clearlytrivialwhen
hypothesis(iii) holds. Moreover,by Corollaries1 and 2 of [7], hypotheses
of pos W(t) to 2 is continuous.The
(i) and (ii) implythat the restriction
followingtwo lemmaswill be requiredto completethe proof.
LEMMA BI. POS[WT, -WTV I] = R' if and onlyif pos W is a pointed
coneand noneofthecolumnsofW is zero.
Proof.Suppose pos [WT, TWT,I] = R;. Then somepositivecombination
of the columnsof [WT, - WT, I] is a strictlynegativevector;in fact,some
positivecombinationof the columnsof [WT, - WTI, or equivalently, some
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linear combinationof the columns of WT is a strictlynegative vector.
But this last conditionis equivalent to saying that some vector has a
strictlynegative inner product with every column of W, which implies
that pos W is pointedand no columnof W is zero. A converseargument
shows that if pos W is pointed and no column of W is zero, then
pos [WT, -WT] containsa strictlynegativevector,fromwhichit follows
immediatelythat pos [WT, _ WT, I] = Rt.
LEMMA
B2. pos W is a subspace of dimension k if and only if
is a subspaceof dimensionIc supportingpos I at theorigin
pOS [WT, -WTI
only.
Proof.Clearly,pos [WT, - WT] is always a subspace. Now subspaces are
characterizedamongthe convexconesin that everylinearformon the containing space is either zero on the cone or takes on both positive and
niegativevalues there.In otherwords,pos W is a subspace if and oily if
7rW> 0 implies7rW= 0, where 7r is a 1 X m matrix.Thuispos W is a
subspace if and only if every linear combinationIof the columns of W"
whichlies in pos I is actuallythe zero column.Finially,we observethat the
dimeiisionof pos W, the rank of W, the raiik of WT, anidthe dimenision
of
pos [WT, - WT]are all equal.
Lemma Bl shows that if Theorem 3.12(i) holds, then pos [W() T,
-W()
T, I] is continuousin t since it is constant.If (ii) holds, then it
followsfromLemma B2 that
(a) dim ? pos [WT, -WT, I] = dim pos [WT, - WT] =k
(b) a columnof [WT, - WT,I] lies in 2 pos [WT, - WT, I] ifand onlyif

it is a columnof [WT,

-WTI,

forall W = W(t), t C 2, whereSC denotes the maximallinear subspace
containedin the cone C. From [7, Theorem 2], we have that pos [WT,
function
on theset{[W(t)T, -W()T, I] I C
E}.
-WT, I] is a continuous
thenthatpos [W( ) T _ W( ) T, I1 is a -continuous
function
on
It follows
This completesthe proofof Theorem3.12.
We do notknowwhetherthe hypothesesofTheorem3.12 can be replaced
by the more generalhypothesesof [7, Theorem 2].
AppendixC. Propertiesof the integral(2.4).
LEMMA Cl. If f( ) is any measurable
functionfromRN intotheextended
then
realsR,

(C2)

f f(t)
s1us2

d,u=

ff(t)
S1

d1A
+

ff(t)
2

d,u,

subsets
whereS1 and S2 are disjointmeasurable
of RNand
as in (2.4).

f

d,uis defined
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Proof.The definitionof addition on the extendedreals is commutative
aiid associative; thus it sufficesto show that an equality of the same form
as (C2) holds foreach of the fourterms(2.5) definingthe itntegral
(2.4).
From the stanidardpropertiesof the Lebesgue-Stieltjesinitegralit follows
= Bsl[f] + Bsjf], where
that Asius2f] = AJf[fl? As2[flad
As[f]

{o<f(U<+-i}ns

dj,u

etc.

The equalityforthe termsC and D followsfromthe factthat the unioniof
two disjointmeasurablesets has positivemeasureifanidonlyifone ofthem
does.
PROPOSITION
C3. The integral(2.4) is orderpreserving,
i.e., if f and g
are measurablefunctionsfromRN into R, and f( ) ? g(t) for all t in RN,

g(i,dju

thenfi( ) dAc

Proof. By Lemma Ct it sufficesto show Fs

=

fg(e)

=

f

f(t) d1 ? G8

of RN. Note
du foreach set S in a finitemeasurable partitioni

that for any set S of measure zero, Fs = Gs trivially.If 4[S1 {f( )
= -OC I > 0, then -oo = Fs, < Gs,. If 4[S2 = {f(Q) = +- I I > 0,
then F',
<f( ) < +x, g(0) = +X}]
?+ 00 . If
[S3 = {-c
set S4, on whichf and
> 0, then Fs, _ Gs = + oo. For the remaininig
g are finite,Fs4 ? Gs4by the order-preserving
propertiesof the LebesgueStieltjes integral for finite-valuedfunctiorns.
PROPOSITION
C4. The integral(2.4) is subadditive,i.e., if f and g are
intoR, then
measurablefunctions
fromRAX

f[f(t)+ g(t)] d

?

dA+
ff(t)

f

g(t)

dA

withequalityif eitherof theintegralson therightis finite.
Proof.The proofis similarto that forPropositionC3.
ProofofProposition4.2. If f(x, t) is convexin x, thenby definiition,
f(x,

) = f[(1-

X)Xo +

xx1,I < (1-X)f(xo,

) + Xf(xl, ),
XE[0,1],
A

ERN.

From thisit followsby PropositionsC3 and C4 that

whereF(x)
forF(x).

f

F(xx) < (1

-

X)F(xo) + XF(x1),

f(x, ~)dy, which is exactly the conditionof convexity
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